Hi Birders, over the last few weeks there has been a majestic Bald Eagle near my house in Lafayette.
After seeing it a few times, I got curious and so I decided to do this month’s Jasey’s Bird House on
this amazing bird. Jasey

Bald Eagle
Haliaeetus leucocephalus
Size: One of the largest birds in North America with
a wing span of 80 inches.
Coloring: White head and tail, dark brown body
and wings, yellow feet and beak.
Nest: They prefer to nest in tall sturdy trees and
they build enormous nests, up to 6 feet across and 4
feet tall.
Eggs: 1-3, dull white.
Food: They mostly eat fish but will also eat birds,
reptiles, amphibians or other small animals.

To hear a Bald Eagle
go to:
Allaboutbirds.org

Artwork by Jasey

Viewing Tips
The most likely place to find a Bald Eagle is in tall trees near water.
They are very common in the mid-west but we also have a few in
the Boulder area. You can also listen for their call, which TV has
trained us to think is a hoarse scream (actually a Red-tailed Hawk
cry.) Bald Eagles have a surprisingly soft call that usually consists
of high “piping” sounds.
Fun Bald Eagle Facts
1. Bald Eagles prefer to not do their own fishing instead they snatch fish
away from other fishing birds, mammals and sometimes even humans.
2. Benjamin Franklin did not want the Bald Eagle to become our national
bird because they steal from other birds and in his words, “he does not get
his living honestly.” Franklin would have preferred the Wild Turkey as our
national bird.
3. Bald Eagle nests can be huge. The largest nest on record was 9.5 feet
across 20 feet tall!
4. Young Bald Eagles spend their first four years exploring far and wide
and they can fly hundreds of miles a day.
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5. The oldest known Bald Eagle was at least 38 years old.

Fun facts and info from https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/bald_eagle/lifehistory

